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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the eighth edition of the
Checker Cab Facebook Group newsletter.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your
Checker please feel free to submit all
content to me at the email address on
the right side of this page.

Another member Steve Contarino is
taking on the challenge of producing a
new Checker. Member Jamie Cardllo

organized a tour of Steve’s place this
past May, the full story is in this issue.

We have a nice article on the history
of the various Checker logos used
between 1922 and 1982.

So what’s in this issue? We have a
personality profile of club member
Michael Kornspan and his SUPER CAB.

We also have an update on the more
additions to the club’s Digital Archive.
Thanks to Rick Burgen and Jack Fitz Jr.
for their loan of CMC Checker
Headlight Newsletters.

As we are Checker fans, most of us are
aware of Morris Markin and his impact to
the taxicab industry, but what about John
Hertz. In this issue we’ll present part one
of the John Hertz story.

Please enjoy issue: volume 2 issue 3.
Next issue, we’ll showcase our Auburn
event and present more historical
articles: part two of the John Hertz
story.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 Checkers
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John Hertz and Yellow Cab a Story
Similar to Checker Part 1
The parallels between John Hertz of Yellow Cab and
Morris Markin of Checker Cab are quite striking.

As we have discussed in other articles Morris Markin
immigrated to the United States at the turn of the
century. Markin held various jobs: a tailor, pants factory
foreman and ultimately Markin made a small fortune
producing uniforms for the U.S. Army. Bankrolled, Markin
started to invest in a series of Russian owned business in
and around Chicago. One business invested in was: The
Lomberg Auto Body Shop, that business would introduce
Markin to the automotive world.
Like Morris Markin, John D. Hertz was an immigrant, born
in Austria, Hertz also immigrated to Chicago, Illinois. In
his teenage years, Hertz worked as a newspaper copyboy,
sports writers and truck driver. His hard work paid off
and he ultimately became a sports editor. Unfortunately
Hertz’s successful career as a sports editor ended, he lost
his job, the result of the merger of two Chicago
newspapers

As a young boy Hertz was a pretty good boxer, through his
connections in Chicago sports, Hertz ultimately started a
new career managing several boxers. Ultimately Hertz would
find out that the parents of his fiancee’s did not approve of
his career as a boxing manager. Hertz would find new work
in automobile sales and start to make money. Successful in
the automotive sales business, like Markin, Hertz would
invest his money in a floundering Chicago company, the
Walter Shaw Livery Co, a new auto dealership.

1924 Yellow Cab

A dealer of high-end luxury cars the Shaw organization
sold the American Berliet. Expensive, it was the American
version of the French designed Berliet luxury automobile.
Sales proved challenging but Hertz came up with an idea
that would change the taxicab industry. In order to move
American Berliets off the showroom floor, Hertz would
offer higher trade-in values on the automobiles being
exchanged in the new car sale transaction. The result
was Shaw wound up holding a large inventory of over
valued used cars, Hertz placed the cars into taxicab
service. Profits that could not be made turning the used
car over, would now be made via the revenue generated
by taxicab service. The new business was established
1907.
Between 1907 and 1915 Hertz expanded his Chicago
taxicab business. In 1907 taxi cab service was considered
a luxury. Hertz again changed the rules of the industry by
slashing fares. The resulting lower fares generated
significant business for Hertz. He continued to innovate
by differentiating his taxicabs by painting them yellow, in
a sea of black cars, Hertz cab were highly visible.

1907 American Berliet

A 1910 Keeton Taxicab in front of the Shaw Livery Company

He also focused on other product differentiation, Hertz
demanded a high degree of customer service. Cab drivers
were expected to be impeccably dressed, tailors were
retained in each garage. Drivers could not be out on the
street unless inspected. Driver were scripted and expected
to open doors for passengers. A new slogan was developed
“A thinking fella uses Yellow”.
Hertz also changed the way traffic in Chicago flowed. It was
John Hertz that instituted traffic control lights on Michigan
Avenue. Hertz paid for the entire system believing that
reducing drive delays would efficiently move traffic and
would reduce cost and improve customer service. Hertz
promised the City of Chicago that if his signal lights did not
work, he would remove them and pay for the cost of
decommissioning the control system, those lights today are
still move traffic on Michigan Ave.
As his business grew, Hertz started to buy other taxicab
companies all over the US, thus creating the Yellow Cab
System. Hertz was soon operating in New York City,
Philadelphia and Kansas City. As his fleet grew, he believed

there were additional ways to economize. Hertz
commissioned a study to review automobile parts catalogs
in order to investigate ways to reduce the cost of the
taxicab fleet.
The analysis determined that it would be cheaper to
buy parts and components to produce Yellow’s own taxicab
fleet utilizing the “assembled car” process. This process,
used by hundreds of small independent American car
companies allowing them to economically produce cars via a
strategic sourcing of engines, frames and bodies.

The 1917 Yellow Cab produced by John Hertz

In 1915 seven years before Morris Markin created
Checker Cab Manufacturing, the Yellow Cab
Manufacturing Company was created by John
Hertz. Between 1915 and 1926 Hertz would
produce his own cabs and venture into the
consumer car market, much like Morris Markin did
some thirty years later.
Stay tune for part two of the John Hertz and Yellow
Cab Manufacturing story in the next issue of our
Newsletter

For 52 years, Das Awkscht Fescht has been a summer tradition for all ages. Offering three
fun-packed days in the great outdoors, it's a perfect way for families to celebrate summer.
This year, we celebrate our 53rd Annual Fescht, so come cruisin' through 42 acres of fun at
the Fescht - and enjoy the great things classic summers are made of. Admission Includes
all events, shows, and entertainment.
HOURS: Gates open at 6:00am for walk-in visitors. Show cars enter the fields after
7:30am. Flea market goes through dusk, and arts & crafts vendors are open until 9pm.
Entertainment goes until 10:30pm on Fri and Sat, and until 4:30pm on Sun. FIREWORKS
are on Saturday night at 9:30pm
ADMISSION: $8 for adults, $3 for a...ge 15 and under. Stop by our information booth once
inside the park for a discounted NEXT DAY pass.
Information hotline: 610-967-2317
For more information, mail requests to:
Das Awkscht Fescht
P.O. Box 193
Macungie, PA 18062
info@awkscht.com

CMC Corporate Newsletters Now In
The Archive!
A big thank you to Facebook Checker Cab Club friends Rick
Burgen and Jack Fitz Jr. for their loan of CMC Checker
Headlight Newsletters for the archive. Twenty two
newsletters have been scanned and will soon will be loaded
onto the Checker Cab Club website.
The addition to the archive is quite significant, the
information in these newsletters is compelling. Unlike other
club newsletters produced by car fans, these newsletters
came from Checker, the real stories of Checker are in these
newsletters.
In one issue we meet Jim Stout, Mr. Stout started at Checker
in 1923, hired by Morris Markin and Leyland Goodspeed. In
the July 1982 Newsletter, you’ll read about Stout and his
work in the Experimental Engineering department.
You’ll meet some of our Facebook friends, there are several
appearances by Rick Burgen. One article shares the father
and son story of the Burgen family at Checker. Another story
depicts Rick in the final assembly department.

New Checker Update
We heard some big news over the last couple of months!
According to various news outlets: Fox, NBC and AP, a new
Checker will be produced.
Yahoo reported ‘nearly 35 years after the Checker
automotive assembly lines in Kalamazoo fell silent and
almost 20 years after the last of the famous New York City
Checker cabs retired, the Checker automobile is poised for
a comeback, with plans set for two new niche models and
a complete mechanical update. Missing from those plans,
however, are designs on re-entering the taxi market or
producing a four-door vehicle.
It’s been a couple of months since the various
announcements were introduced to the media and now
we can share more information and plans for the new
Checker. Checker Cab Club member Jamie Cardllo recently
organized a tour of Steve Contarino’s Checker Motor
Company in Haverhill, Massachusetts. A joint event with
the Studebaker Drivers Club Ocean Bay Chapter, Checker
Cab Club members from Georgia, Massachusetts and
Illinois enjoyed a tour of the pristine facilities.

A big thank you goes to Steve Contarino for hosting this
exciting event.
This mini event was the second of several planned
Checker Cab Club events for 2016. We hope to expand
the idea of mini events that can be executed in multiple
regions across the USA. The tour started with a 45 minute
updated provided

The tour started with a 45 minute updated provided by
Steve Contarino on the progress that has been made to date
on the new Checker. Plans are being drawn up to produce
two vehicles: a six door sedan and a two door UTE pickup.

Current plans are to use a composite material not metal
as used in legacy Checkers. The chassis is currently being
designed in Michigan utilizing a third party. The body will
also be made of a composite material.
The doors will be slightly different than legacy Checkers
with stronger door window frames. Current plans call for
the elimination of extruded aluminum window frames
used on legacy Checkers from 1956 thru 1982.
It’s highly likely that composite components will be
produced in China and ship to the US for
assembly. Additionally Steve will have to find a larger
facility to assemble the new Checker. Mr. Contrarino has
many deep relationships with third party manufactures
such as Factory Five also based out of Massachusetts.

The interior will be totally new and will not resemble any
legacy Checker offering. The new Checker will also utilize
advanced technology and electronics. If all goes to plan
According to Steve, design work has been completed for the the body design will be completed soon and two actually
full front clip, grille, rear fenders and trunk lid. Current plans prototypes will be completed for Spring of 2017.
are to use a composite material not metal as used in legacy

rubber fender seams. We also saw new hubcaps
produced by Magna and a new Checker hood
emblem. The newly designed emblem was quite striking.

TAfter the outdoor lecture, Steve invited members into his
Adamson Industries facility and gave the two clubs a tour of
his ongoing Checker work.
Participants saw many ongoing Checker restoration projects
and Checkers ready for delivery. Steve also showed the
group several new Checker items for the new Checker, but
items that could be used for legacy Checker restorations.
One item was extremely interesting, Steve is now producing
(but not taking orders yet) of a newly designed chrome a

Interesting to many of the folks on the tour was the new Checker gas tanks currently being produced. Not an exact copy of
the legacy design, the new tanks can be used on older Checker restoration. Steve also shared several headlight system
options to be used on the new offering.
In the end all I can say is that the entire operation was quite impressive. I am sure everybody in our group wishes Steve well,
a new Checker and potential parts supply for restoration could only help Checker collectors.
For more information on the new Checker check our Checker Motor Company’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/checkermotorcars/?fref=ts

LOGOS! As car enthusiasts we are all familiar with automotive logos. The Ford blue oval has been around

since Henry Ford created the Model T. The Chevrolet bow tie has been around since 1913, Chevy co-founder
William Durant’s version of how the logo came into existence is well-known. The long-accepted story, confirmed
by Durant himself, was that it was inspired by the wallpaper design in a Parisian hotel.
Have you ever wondered what logos were used by Checker? There are essentially three logos that Checker
used on taxicabs and promotional material.
The first logo was a Checker Cab trademark written in a cursive form with two big C’s wrapping around the
name. Added to the name was the service provided such as Checker Cab Services for taxicab fleet or Checker
Cab Manufacturing cab assembly. This logo would be used in various form from 1922 until 1958 when Checker
changed their corporate name to Checker Motors Corporation.

The second major logo used was the Art Deco Checker shield introduced in 1947. The logo was first used on the 1947
Checker Model A2 taxicab place just above the grille center hood and below the hood ornament. It was also placed on
taxicab as a rear passenger door shield decal. Many independent operators would utilize this branding as a sign of quality.
The independent operator typically stenciled their respective name above the Checker logo.
For the period of 1950 till 1954 the Art Deco shield was only used as a decal for rear doors, it was removed from the hood
and a new cursive Checker nameplate was added.

Big changes were in order at Checker in 1956, the new Model A8 taxicab was introduced. The A8 was available in two
packages the “Special” and the “Standard”. The Special was the high end taxi equipped with power steering, power brakes
and automatic transmission. Amazingly the Special also had a power front bench seat! The Standard was exactly that:
standard with no options: equipped with manual steering, manual transmission and non power assist brakes.
Each taxi package was equipped with its own new chrome logo, a globe with two Checker flags adorned the center hood
and trunk lid. The only difference between the two nameplates was the denotation of the Special or Standard. The old
cursive logo was still retained and graced the chrome plated wheel covers for both packages.
A new Corporate logo was also created a variation of the Special and Standard logo, the Checker Cab Manufacturing logo
was used on advertising, brochures and manuals.

In 1958 Checker changed it’s name from Checker Cab Manufacturing. to Checker Motors Corporation. At this point is time
the old cursive logo was retired. The new CMC would leverage both the logos from the Model A8 on the new Model A9
introduced in the fall of 1958. The A9 had a new nameplate logo on the hood, the two logos were only used on the doors.
Both the Special and Standard logo were used till 1960, when the Marathon was introduced along side the Superba, the
standard name was eliminated. Moving forward in a consumer car market the two separate models effectively replaced
the Standard and Special concepts. That said the Checker Special logo continued being used on taxicab model’s the A9 and
A11.

In 1964 the logo was used for the new 1964 World’s Fair Supercab. A slight variation of the 1956 the logo appeared in
several advertisements. The Special logo would remain in service and would be placed proudly on the door of Checker
taxicabs up until 1982.
We’re all proud of our Checkers and likewise the Checker logo that adorns the rear doors of many of our cars is a true sign
quality.

Standard

Its a Cab, Its a Limo, Its a Super Cab
Our Facebook friend Mike Kornspan purchased his
Checker from a gentleman from West Hampton Beach
Long Island N.Y., about 25 years ago. Mike is currently
the 2nd owner, to his credit, he has babied this Checker
for all these years, it’s like a family member.
A garaged kept Checker, Mike has tended to all details
of this fine Checker and there’s been a payoff, Mike has
won countless trophies. This month of April, Michael
has already won his first trophy of 2016.
One of the judges approached Mike and asked if his
Checker was a Marathon, Michael’s response “no, it’s a
model A11E”, the judge admitted that he was only
aware of Marathons.
To the untrained eye, Mike’s Checker may look pretty
much like any other Checker, but Mike actually owns a
very rare Checker, it’s a Supercab! Yes a Supercab, first
introduced in 1963.
In the early 60’s Checker rapidly introduced many new
specialty models as the company started to explore
markets beyond the taxicab trade. Some of these

specialty cars included: the A12W wagon, six and eight door
Aerobus and the Town Custom Limo.
In 1962 Checker introduced the A12E the “E” stands for
extended wheelbase. The extended wheelbase limo version of
the Marathon was built for the high end professional
car market. Differences between the A11 Taxi, Marathon and
Superba were the extended wheelbase at 129 inches and limo

attributes such as driver divider, in seat radio, foot and
arm rests. Some models were equipped with vinyl
roofs and opera windows.
In 1963, Checker introduced the Super Cab, essentially
the Super Cab is a bare bones taxicab version of the Town
Sedan Limo. It rode on the 129 inch wheelbase Checker
chassis and also offered the larger bench style jump
seats. Ironically, the new Super Cab was a throwback taxi,
with metrics similar to the pre 1954 New York Taxicab and
Limo Authority requirements. The Super Cab would be
offered right up to the end of Checker automobile
production in 1982.
Back in 1964 virtually every major corporation was getting
in on the New York World’s Fair bandwagon and Checker
was no different. On Monday May 4th 1964 Checker ran a
full page ad in the New York Daily News to introduce the
“World’s Fair Taxicab”, it was actually a Super Cab.
The ad advanced the Super Cabs features: Greater earning
potential for taxi operators, Larger loads for more
business, bigger tips for comfort and the cabs

The ad advanced the Super Cabs features: Greater earning
potential for taxi operators, Larger loads for more
business, bigger tips for comfort and the cabs comforts
that allows drivers to stay on the street for longer time
periods.
The ad also depicted a family troubled by getting into a
smaller cab: a full size 1964 Dodge Coronet, the photo
was captioned “how are we going to all fit in the little
car”. It’s pretty amazing that a full size Dodge could be
depicted as a little car.
In the 1982 CMC Checker Straight Talk Brochure, again the
company was promoting the “Super Cab”. The brochure
proclaimed: It’s a cab, it’s a limo, it’s a Super Cab. Again
core features promoted were the long doors, the
extended custom built chassis and the ability to carry six
passengers in the rear compartment.
So, if you ever see Mike Kornspan at a car show getting a
trophy with his Checker just remember, it’s a Super Cab!

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale June 2016
.
Azle/Springtown,
Texas
This Checker has been recently
taken out of nearly 30 years of
storage and was running when
parked. The motor turns freely.
These cars have a Chevy drivetrain.
It has a 350 motor and 400
transmission, air conditioning,
power steering and brakes. Has rally
wheels with bullet center caps &
nearly new tires. Clean Texas title
and original 1973 Texas plates.
$3250.00

Published on autabuy.com
1974 Checker Marathon 4 door 7000,
call Larry @ 702-210-8515 for more
details, also see other classic's cars for
sale in mohave county ,az listings now
4500. OBO, never a cab

817-528-3204

888-460-7485

888-460-7485
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale June 2016
982 Checker Winkoff
Model A12
Very rare & LIKE NEW!
Chevy 267 V8
engine.Perfect exterior
and interior. 70,000
miles.
$22,250

978-681-0370
1965 Checker - $3500 (Independence, Oregon)

(503) 930-1745
Chevy 283 V-8 engine, all
original. Engine runs
good. Runs and drives.
Needs restoration.

1977 A12 Checker Marathon, Good
shape for 38 years old.
Clean Oregon Title. Expired
registration, Needs tune-up,
hydrocarbons around 580.
Power steering noisy.
No rot detected, minor surface rust.
nadaguides.com average retail $9450
Gas gauge not reading correctly at
low end. Good tires.
Weld areas around hard top base
have had paint coating chipped out.
Headliner and upholstery is in good
condition except front passenger
seat.
Has white tinge around perimeter of
windshield and small glass chip/crack
behind where mirror attached, not
spread in 14 years.
(503) 451-3334
$3500 (Beaverton)

Checker Marathon 1979
The car runs and drives like dream. I've
had it in 5 O'clock traffic downtown
Seattle. No sweat, power steering and
120 inch wheelbase makes for easy
handling just about anywhere.
This car was originally from California
then landed in Lynnwood here in WA.
That is where I found her. The car
comes with original owners manual and
a pile of other documentation including
the original order sheet from the
dealership.

I have drove her from SeaTac to
Camano Island a hand full of times,
original air conditioning works!
$6,900 OBO

(360) 333-4164

Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker: 1962 Checker Marathon
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